
 

 

 
 
 

 
We have had an AWESOME fall season so far this year.  After so many months of operating in new and different (aka: 
worse) ways, it has been utterly AMAZING to have had a practice schedule and meets that have been relatively 
unaffected by COVID and other shutdowns. Just think – a year ago right now we were practicing about twice a week 
(once in a pool, once in a local hotel ballroom!) and we were only about a week away from getting shut down 
completely for 5 weeks. Those Zoom-based dryland workouts seem like forever ago. 
 
So far this fall we’ve had numerous highlight moments: 

• We got back to a normal practice schedule for our Madison and our Baraboo programming, where our numbers 
are back to what they were pre-COVID 

• We grew the BAC family by adding programming out of Sauk Prairie HS! There were some construction delays to 
start, but the pool is open now (and beautiful!) and those groups are getting settled into their practice routine 

• We hosted our first ‘real’ meets since February 2020 when we held both the Age Group Spooktacular and the 
Senior Spooktacular Meets at Middleton in October 

• Our swimmers have performed well at other meets, most notably our older swimmers at the only ‘rested’ meet 
we’ve had so far – the Midwest Challenge in Iowa City.  We went against some of the best competition from the 
region, had a number of finalists, swam about 90% lifetime bests, and got a TON of new cuts for future meets 

• We’re proud of the swims from our HS girls at their various WIAA meets, and are thrilled to have them all back 
in the pool now and looking ahead to the winter session! 

• We’re resting again for the MSS and WGLO meets this weekend, and we’re excited to see those results! 
 
Our fall session is coming to a close in about 3 weeks – the Holiday Splash marks the end of the fall and the transition to 
our winter session.  With that in mind, it’s time to start the registration process for winter. Our winter session runs for 
another 12 weeks, starting right away on December 6th. Generally, the schedule is the same it has been for the fall. 
Registration for winter for our currently active swimmers is VERY easy. Read the info below, and email your swimmer’s 
lead coach or Coach Jacob with any questions. 
 

1. Registration is listed under our meets tab on the web – look for “Winter Session Sign-Up” 
2. Any returning swimmer just needs to select “YES” – that’s it! 

a. 99% of our fall swimmers stay in the same group for the winter – you can connect with a coach if you 
feel another group may be a better fit for your swimmer 

b. Fees for winter are the same as the 12-week fall session. We won’t process winter fees until a week or 
two into that session, same as we did for the fall fees 

3. We would LOVE to see EVERY fall swimmer return for winter, but we know some will opt out. You can do that by 
simply selecting “NO” on the same tab 

a. Swimmers not doing the winter are not eligible for any meet after Holiday Splash – let us know if you 
need to withdraw from meets like SPS or January Classic 

b. For those who like to plan ahead, we’ll have an 8-week spring session – info will be posted in February 
 
**Our current HS-aged girls/boys do NOT need to designate anything – the HS, Senior, and Senior Premier groups and fees take those timelines into account. 
** Current swimmers do NOT need to use the “NEW FOR WINTER REG” on the front of the web – this is only for swimmers looking to join new for the winter. 

 

THE DEADLINE FOR DECLARING WINTER INTENT IS TUESDAY 11/23!   
 

We need to know numbers so that we can allow new interested swimmers off of the waiting list.  Thanks, and 
Go BAC! 


